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The Termoroof system © uses the Termotend technology ©
and allows to take advantage of the solar radiation in order to 
generate warm air. The system is particularly ductile, easy 
adaptable to many existing structures, its lightness and the 
possibility to create compositions on customer’s request, make it 
particularly interesting and usefull to being inserted in many 
truths in which it is possible to take advantage of the heat of the 
sun in order to create integrated systems of conditioning in the 
structures. The great produced warm air capacity, renders it 
element of primary interest in agricultural systems of drying, 
where great warm air capacities are necessary. Equipped with 
opportune systems of regulation and management of the air, this 
system concurs to obtain bonds saves energetic and modulations 
of the temperature until 70°C. In particular configurations, 
TermoRoof allows to create a passive conditioning system, using 
the normal convection of the air. The warm air, in fact, stretches 
to move towards the high, therefore we can obtain a natural 
convection in houses that are often closed, but also in civil rooms 
and structures used after warehouse that need of air change in 
extremely economic and efficient wayThis  system is also useful, 
in all those zero impact buildings, where all are taken advantage 
of the possible energetic sources in order to reduce the 
consumptions of fossil sources. With opportune management 
systems is still possible to support systems with heat pumps, in 
order to increase the efficiency. The great air amount heated from 
the sun make consisting air masses in motion, often without the 
aid of fans, this allow to extract air from rooms in order to 
exchange air and refresh. at the same time it is ulteriorly possible 
to take advantage of the phenomenon of the night radiation in 
order to cool the air and consequently to refresh rooms or boost 
the thermal exchange of conditioning systems. The system can 
easely integrated in the structure of the roof, limiting remarkablly 
unpleasant visual impacts. The flexibility of the system concurs 
to optimize the spaces available for the installation, embedding 
the same system in the insulating sheet of the roof. The system 
comes realized on request, based on the specific requirements. Its 
concept is symple and its characteristics, which lightness and 
reduced distributed pressure drops, allow to ulteriorly reduce the 
power of the devices needed for  air circulation, with consequent 
ulterior saving of resources. A light and efficient device, to 
assuring energy savings and reduced maintenance operations. 
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Termoroof system ©  can be easily embedded on 
the insulating sheet of the roof and can transform 
it in a efficient system of heating or cooling, is in 
news or restructuring constructions. The collector 
can be inserted under the roof covers, the 
produced heated air is sent, through adapted 
ducts, to inner rooms or other devices of energetic 
recovery. It’ possible to get a lot of energy, than 
normally would go dispersed, in order to heat 
rooms or to air them in effective and absolutely 
economic way. 

Working data 
Dimension:1500 x 700 x 130 
Tin 30°C 
Tout 50°C 
Air flow rate: 800 nm3/h 
Nom power: 750 w 
Weight: 13 kg 
* Test made with 1000w/m2 of sun radiation and 
forced ventilation 
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The particular exposure towards the solar radiation, offered from the roof, allow to get the best 
performance for industrial and agricultural field applications.  
It’s also possible to take advantage of the night radiaton phenomenon in order to cool air. The 
system can be a valid contribution in endowed structures of conditioning systems and heat pumps. 
The amount of heat captured in the winter periods can considerable increase the efficiency, with 
consequent reduction of the energy consumptions.  

Field applications 
�� Domestic: heating, drying room, low-energy houses, hospitals, hotels,offices 
�� Industrial: heating, drying, combustion air preheating 
�� Agriculture: crops driers, fruit driers, heating for sheds, green houses, brooders 

 

 

The system is modular and allow to reach very 
big dimension’s structures, following the 
application’s requests. The collectors are 
realized on measure based on the necessity of 
requested air capacity. Usually, the collector’s 
dimensions 150 cm of length for 70 cm of 
width, the thicknessdepends on the requested 
air flow capacity. 
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The system is very sensitive on infrared radiation,
so it’s therefore possible to take advantage of the 
night radiation phenomenon in order to refresh. 
As is possible to observe from the side diagram, 
in the nocturnal hours the temperature decrease is 
gone around to 2 °C.  


